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Abstract 
By using a result of M. Furuta concerning the homology cobordism group of homology 3- 
spheres, we give an infinite family of topologically slice knots which are linearly independent in 
the smooth knot-cobordism group. 
K~wor~s: Knot cobordism; Homology 3-sphere; Gauge theory; Pretzel knot; Branched covering 
AMS (MOS,l Subj. Class.: 57MZ5, 57N70 
1. Introduction 
A knot is a smooth embedding of S’ into S3 (with orientations of both S’ and S3 
fixed). Two knots Ko. K1 : S’ -+ S3 are said to be smoothly (respectively topologically ) 
cobordant if there is a smooth (respectively locally-flat topological) embedding of an 
annulus f : S’ x Z L-, S3 x Z such that f-‘(S3 x {i)) = S’ x {i) and f/S’ x {i} = Ki 
(as a map from S’ to S3), for i = 0.1. Two knots &, KI are said to be ~gehr~c~ly 
cobordant if they have Seifert matrices VO, VI such that VO @ -VI vanishes on a subspace 
of half rank. These three cobordism relations of knots are equivalence relations. We 
denote by &FF (respectively ICTOP,KALG) the set of smooth (respectively topological, 
algebraic) cobordism classes of knots. This set P&m (respectively K&p, &,G) is 
actually endowed with an Abelian group structure under the operation of band-connected 
sum, denoted #, and every knot in the identity class is said to be smoothly (respectively 
topologically, algebraically) slice. If two knots Ko, Kl are smoothly cobordant, so are 
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they topologically. If Ko, Kt are topologically cobordant, so are they algebraically. Then, 
there are natural epimorphisms: 
KDIFF ‘, &C3P “-, KALG’ 
It is known [ 81 that the group &LG is isomorphic to ZP $ Zy @ ;Zr, where Gm 
denotes the direct sum of countably many copies of an Abelian group G. And it is 
shown by using the C&son-Gordon invariant that the kernel of K : Kmp -+ KALG 
contains Z” as a subgroup. On the other hand, no noticeable study has been done 
on the homomorphism L : KDIFF + J&JP, which deeply relates to the 4-dimensional 
differential topology, until Gompf [ 71 defined a smooth knot-cobordism invariant called 
kinkiness and gave countably many examples of knots which have infinite order in ker L 
by applying Donddson’s theorem [3]. But he didn’t see whether ker L is realy larger 
than Z, and only conjectured that ker I contains Z” as a subgroup. 
In this paper, we give an infinite family of knots of infinite order which are linearly 
independent in kerb. Our main result is: 
In Section 2, we review Furuta’s work [6] on &-homology cobordism group of 
&-homology 3-spheres. And in the last section, Section 3, we prove Theorem 1 using 
the theorem of Furuta in Section 2. 
The author withes to express his heartfelt gratitude to his adviser, Pruf. Katsuo 
Kawakubo, for various pieces of advise, and to Prof. Mikio Furuta and Prof. Tsuyoshi 
Kobayashi for helpful discussions. 
2. A c&&n moduli space of seif-dual V-cunnecticms 
In this section we survey a work of Furuta [6] on a certain moduli space of self-dual 
V-connections. We review his construction in the case of &-homology cobordism group 
of &-homology 3-spheres. 
Let & = Z(af,...,aiJ (i = 0 ,..., m) be Seifert homology 3-spheres. For each 
i(= 0, * . ‘ , m), the integers af ,. . . , aii are pairwise coprime. For simplicity we write 
al,..., a,, instead of a!, 1 . . , af,,. Let W be a compact oriented smooth 4-manifold with 
boundary dW. Suppose that W has the following properties: 
( 1) The boundary dW of W is of the following form 
rO& 1, rk 20 (k= f,...,m), 
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where Za,j is a Copy Of &, and zk,j (k = 1, . . . , m> iS a Copy Of & Or -&k; 
(2) W has Q-homology groups isomorphic to the ones of the 4-sphere with r points 
punctured (r=ro+.-.+r,). 
20 is a Seifert manifold with base space S2 which has singular fibers with isotropy 
groups Z,, , . . . , Z,“. The mapping cylinder Y of the projection & + S2 is a V-manifold 
with n branched points XI,. . . , xn and Y has the following properties: 
(1) au=&; 
(2) a neighborhood of each xi is a cone on the lens space L( ai, -a/~) ( LY = ny=t aj). 
We introduce the V-orientation of Y which induces the standard orientation of 20 = dY. 
Let e be a generator of 
H2(Y - {x,, . . . ,x,};Z)~H2(Y-{x ,,..., x,},&;Z)~Z. 
Since there is the natural inclusion Z -+ Q, we regard e as a class in 
The element e satisfies e2 [ I: &] = -l/a, where [I: &] is the fundamental class of 
V-manifold Y. 
Now we attach to W -Y along each &, and _& x [ 0, co) along f& (k = 1, . . . , m) . 
Thus, we have a V-manifold X with product ends: 
where rj is a copy of Y. We fix Riemannian metrics on & (k = 1, . . . , m) . Choose and 
fix a V-metric on X which coincides with the product metric on _& x [0, 00) over each 
end of X. 
Next, we define a principal S0(2)-V-bundle over X in the following way. Consider 
the smooth St-action on 2 x D2 given by 
to (x,z> = (tox,rz), 
where S’ acts on & by the action of the Seifert fibration and on D* as multiplication 
of complex numbers. The orbit space (& x D2) /S’ is the mapping cylinder Y and the 
orbit map & x D2 + Y is a principal S’-V-bundle. The restriction of this V-bundle over 
Y - {Xl,... ,x,} is a principal S’-bundle with Euler class e. Let Pa be this principal 
S’ (= SO( 2) )-V-bundle over -fi and set the principal SO( 3)-V-bundle P over X as: 
p = PO XSO(2) SO(3) u (X\ (-Yl)) x SO(3), 
where the identification over &,t is constructed by using the product structure of PO 
over a neighborhood of &,t. Let 2 be the compactification of X by adding a point xk,j 
at infinity to each end &J x [0, 00) of X. Since P has a trivialization on sk,j X [0, OO), 
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we can extend P to a principal SO( 3)-V-bundle P^ over i. Then, the number of “,SO( 2)- 
reducrions” of this V-bundle P^ is equal to a(e) = IHI ( W; Z) 1 (see [4] ). 
For a positive number S, using a weighted Sobolev norm ]I . IIs, we can construct 
the moduli space Ms of self-dual V-connections on P by the same method as in [ 61, 
Furuta showed the following theorem on the moduli space Ms: 
Theorem 2 (Furuta [ 61). Suppose the Finrushef-Stem invariant R( ~11,. . . , a,) for 2,~ 
is positive, and Zhat 
n, 
ff> aj I-I 
j=l 
for every i = l,..., m. Then, when we take sufficiently small S and perturb the anti- 
self-duality if necessary, we can show the moduli space Ms is a smooth manifold (with 
some singular points) with the following properties: 
( 1) the moduli space Ms is compact; 
(2) thedimensionof Ms isequal to R(al,...,a,); 
(3) the number of singular points of Ms is equal to (r(e) , and a neighborhood of 
each singular point is a cone on d=P(R(~‘,...,Qn)-1)/2. 
Remark. 
( 1) The Fintushel-Stem invariant R( al,. . . , a,) [ 41 is defined by: 
(2) The space @Pe is the one-point space {point}. 
3. Proof of Theorem 1 
Now, we prove our main theorem. 
Notation. Let K be a knot in S3 and .T a closed 3-manifold. For a negative integer r < 0, 
we define the connected sum N’K (respectively #‘Z) of r copies of K (respectively 2) 
to be the usual connected sum #I’] ( -K* ) (respectively #]‘I ( - 2) ) of I rl copies of -K* 
(respectively -Z), where -K* is the mirror image of K with reversed string orientation 
and -2 is the manifold 2 with reversed orientation. Similar-y, for a negative integer 
r < 0, we define the disjoint union u’ 2 of r copies of 2 to be the usual disjoint union 
u”‘(-Z) of Irl copies of -2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. For a triple (p, q, r) of odd integers satisfying 
pq+qr+rp=-1. p,q,r#fl, (*) 
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let K(p, q, r) denote the pretzel knot of type (p, q, r). All such knots K(p, q, I) have 
Alexander polynomial 1, and hence are topologically slice (i.e., null~o~rd~t in Krop) 
[ 53, but of infinite order in the smooth cobordism group &m?r? [ 21. 
We set an infinite family of pretzel knots 
for k > 1. Since the types of Kk satisfy the condition (*) above, Kk are of infinite 
order in kerb. We now show that these knots & are linearly independent in ker t using 
Theorem 2. Suppose 
o[Kll +a* .+ r,[K,l = 0 
in KnrFF for certain integers m, ri , . . . , r, with ~tz 2 2, r, > 0. The double branched 
covering of Ss branched over Kk is the Brieskorn homology 3-sphere 
-.& = sX(2k+ 1,4k+ 1,4k+3) 
with preferred orientation (cf. [ 21) . Then the double branched covering of S3 branched 
over the connected sum: 
K = (~‘K~)~...#(#~~lK~) 
is also the connected sum: 
Since K is smoothly slice by the assump~on, J$ bounds a certain &-acyclic smooth 
4-manifold Wo [I]. Attaching copies of D3 x [0, l] to 2 = aWo along dD3 x [0, 11, 
we can construct a smooth 4-manifold W which has the boundary: 
By the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence, the &-homology group of W is isomorphic 
to that of ??--{r points} (r = (t-11 + ... + jr,,,1 ) . Thus, W satisfies the condition of 
W in Section 2. We can apply Theorem 2 to this W replacing &J in Section 2 by 
Z,=Z(2m+ 1,4m+1,4m+3). Forevery k= l,..., m - 1, it follows that 
(2m-t 1)(4m+ 1)(4m43) > (2k+ 1)(4k+ 1)(4k+3), 
so .&,s,,.. . , Z;n_1 satisfy the assumption of Theorem 2. Then, the moduli space MS 
has properties (l)-( 3) of Theorem 2. Since it follows by calculation similar to that in 
[4] that R(2m+ 1,4m+ 1,4m+3) = 1, themodulispace MS turns out to be a finite 
disjoint union of St or [0, I] and thus the number of singular points of Ma must be 
even. On the other hand, it is shown by using the universal coefficient heorem that the 
group HI ( W; Z) is of odd order. By Theorem 2( 3), the number (u(e) = }Ht ( W; Z) 1 of 
singular points of Ma must be odd. This is a contradiction, which completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. •i 
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Replacingthefamily&=K(-2k-1,4k+1,4k+3) (k=1,2,...) bysomeother 
families, we can also show Theorem 1. Namely we have the following corollary: 
Corollary 3. Each family of in$nitely many pretzel knots exhibited below are linearly 
independent in ker L. 
(1) K(-2k-1,4kf1,4k+3) (k=1,2 ,... 1. 
(2) K(-2k- 1,2k+3,2k2+4k+ 1) (k= 1,2,...). 
(3) K(-2k- 1,2k+5,k2+3k+ 1) (k= 1,2 ,... ). 
(4) KS-4k- 1,6k+ 1,12k+5) (k= 1,2 ,... >. 
(5) K(-4k-3,6k+5,12k+7) (k= I,2 ,... >. 
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